Abstract: According to the optimization problem in a variety of corrective and improvement actions that exist in the FMECA method, this paper introduces the fuzzy theory of FMECA analysis, study quantitative method of the degree of severity S , occurrence probability O and detestability D of RPN algorithm, and introduce the concept of feasible parameter, based on the RPN values change before and after the implementation of corrective actions and feasibility of the ratio of the corrective measures to select parameters, enhance the accuracy of FMECA analysis, taking UAV as the research object, which improved the effect of FMECA method in the application of the UAV.
Introduction
Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) is an Analysis system of each unit for all possible failure modes and all of the possible effects on the system, and according to the severity of each failure mode, degree of difficulty detecting and classifying an inductive analysis method of frequency. The purpose of which is according to the system failure mode of risk priority number (RPN) value, the size of the weak link of system improvement measures, and predict or tracking improvement measures after the effectiveness of the risk priority number (RPN), make the RPN reach an acceptable level, and improve the quality and reliability of the system. RPN analysis including the Severity grade (S) of failure mode analysis, failure mode probability level (O) analysis and failure mode detected difficulty level (D) analysis. Even the product of RPN is the three parts, namely =×× RPNSOD . RPN reflect a comprehensive measure of the possibility and severity of the consequences of failure mode occurs. The greater the RPN value, that the process failure mode of the greater harm.
If wanted to reduce the RPN value, we can start from reducing S、O and D. Reduced the same failure mode corresponds to the RPN value, there were many kinds of methods, how to choose the suitable method is a more important question. Reference [1] in FMECA in several can reduce the RPN's correction method to choose the appropriate corrective methods are studied, put forward the feasibility of corrective measures F (F and security, costs, resources, time, quality and reliability and other factors), the concept of for a failure mode, identified some corrective measures before and after the RPN variation and the greater the ratio of F is the correction measures the better corrective action selection method. And Reference [2] to counter the problem of how to determine the feasibility of corrective measures F, based on the known Pareto Priority Index calculation program, to study the assessment method of F. Reference [3] proposed a kind of factors related to F (such as cost, time consumption, chances, etc.) of the geometric average as a way to F values. Reference [4] for the risk assessment of traditional FMECA expert judgment fuzziness and uncertainty in the process of problem, put forward based on the dependence of linguistic ordered weighted geometric (DLOWG) operator FMECA risk assessment methods.
Based on the research of the above documents all sorts of RPN value selection methods, this paper put forward the quantitative method of feasibility parameter F based on fuzzy measure, quantified the feasibility of the parameters by using the method of fuzzy mathematics, then according to the variation of RPN before and after a corrective action and feasibility of the International Conference on Information Technology and Management Innovation (ICITMI 2015) parameters of F ratio as the basis of selecting some corrective actions.
The quantitative evaluation of Severity S, occurrence probability O and detestability D
Center of mass to the center of mass of fuzzy method to fuzzy number A is defined as its to fuzzy numerical computation formula is as follows: 
Reference [5] according to the type (1) to (3) combined with fuzzy theory to calculate the basic steps of the risk of failure mode of three parameters:
(1) Through (4) ~ (6) expert member of subjective opinions, calculating the overall occurrence of each failure mode, severity, detection, and the overall fuzzy weights of S, O, D. 
Risk priority sorting method
Above studied how to calculate the three parameters of the severity of the risk priority, the probability and detection can be quantified method, and obtained the corresponding failure mode of risk priority value. Selection based on this, this article need to study which fault mode first to make FMECA decision, aiming at this problem, used a decision-making method called Scree --Plot, this method first put all the failure mode of RPN values in the order since the childhood, then all the failure mode of RPN scatter plot annotate, its diagram is shown in figure 1.
Fig.1 RPN value of the Scree--Plot
As shown in figure. 1, the solid line shows the corresponding failure mode of the RPN values, dotted line paragraphs RPN values corresponding to different changing trends. Can be seen from the diagram, the first 30 or so of RPN value change trend is not obvious, basic in a relatively stable within the range of change, and then 20 RPN value tendency obviously, change the slope is very high, RPN value in the range of the segment from a smaller values into a larger value, reference [6] is the segment interval corresponding RPN value as the primary processing to failure mode, and then from the segment interval corresponding to the maximum RPN value of processing, processing from the biggest RPN value to the smallest RPN value, this is the Scree--plot method is used to determine the first need to deal with the basic process of failure mode. Because of this method is intuitive, simple, easy to understand, therefore, the article adopts the method of the RPN priority selection.
The quantitative method of feasibility parameters
When the failure mode of identified the need to prioritize, the methods to choose the need to reduce the RPN values. Reduce the same failure mode corresponds to the RPN value, there are many kinds of methods, how to choose the suitable method is a more important question. In this paper, based on the study of the various selection RPN value method, is proposed based on the feasibility of fuzzy metric parameters F quantitative method, the feasibility of the parameters by using the method of fuzzy mathematics to quantify, then according to the variation of RPN before and after a corrective action and feasibility of the parameters of F ratio as the basis of selecting some corrective measures, calculation methods such as shown in (7).
In formula (7) Based on the fuzzy theory, the quantitative of feasibility parameters of FMECA algorithm is shown in figure 2. Fig. 2 The quantitative of feasibility parameters FMECA algorithm based on fuzzy theory UAV avionics subsystem hazard degree analysis UAV avionics subsystem is a relatively important subsystem, because of its mechanism of complex, all kinds of transmission mechanism and signal, the data processing algorithm changes more complex than for the reliability analysis of the system is generally more difficult to achieve, UAV avionics subsystem of the general block diagram is shown in figure 3 . As can be seen from the figure 3, the avionics system is mainly composed of machine plant computers, measuring equipment, servo device, power supply equipment and aircraft electrical system, and detection and security equipment.
The analysis of the structure of the avionic subsystem, on the basis of this paper, the failure mode of each subsystem and its failure reason get FMEA analysis report to sum up, when the FMEA analysis, direct method in the previous section on the influence of the fault severity, the possibility of a possible failure reasons S,O and corrective action can be detected easily quantify, in this only to sensor system failure mode and effect analysis of dynamic and static pressure sensor is given as an example analysis report as shown in table 1. 
Results of reliability analysis
Observation can be seen in table 1, static pressure sensor of avionics system mainly complete the space velocity and pressure height of the UAV measurement, and the reason of causing dynamic and static pressure sensor failure mainly is the dynamic pressure sensor or the breakage of the total pressure piping. Can also be seen from table 1, there are many kinds of methods if you want to reduce some failure modes of RPN , based on the provided above, the method of choosing the biggest change of _ REFvalue before and after correct method as a corrective action, in order to maximize the probability to improve the reliability of UAV avionics subsystem. Table 2 shows the various corrective measures corresponding values _ REFvalue , can be seen from table 2, modified the effect of the static pressure piping to bring the most obvious, with the greatest probability to improve the reliability of the system, verify the feasibility of the quantitative of feasibility parameters FMECA algorithm based on fuzzy theory.
